Relationship of post-saccadic oscillation with the state of the pupil inside the iris and with cognitive processing.
Recent studies using video-based eye tracking have presented accumulating evidence that post-saccadic oscillation defined in reference to the pupil center (PSOp) is larger than that to the iris center (PSOi). This indicates that the relative motion of the pupil reflects the viscoelasticity of the tissue of the iris. It is known that the pupil size controlled by the sphincter/dilator pupillae muscles reflects many aspects of cognition. A hypothesis derived from this fact is that cognitive tasks affect the properties of PSOp due to the change in the state of these muscles. To test this hypothesis, we conducted pro- and anti-saccade tasks for human participants and adopted the recent physical model of PSO to evaluate the dynamic properties of PSOp/PSOi. The results showed the dependence of the elasticity coefficient of the PSOp on the anti-saccade task, but this effect was not significant for the PSOi. This suggests that cognitive tasks such as anti-saccade tasks affect elasticity of the muscle of the iris. We found that the trial-by-trial fluctuation in the pre-saccade absolute pupil size correlated with the elasticity coefficient of PSOp. We also found the task dependence of the viscosity coefficient and overshoot amount of PSOi, which probably reflects the dynamics of the entire eyeball movement. The difference in task dependence between PSOp and PSOi indicates that the separate measures of these two can be means to distinguish factors related to the oculomotor neural system from those related to the physiological states of the iris tissue.